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Contributing

X
X

private
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15
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0
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Domestic
Commerce/Trade
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Government
Transportation
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Domestic
Commerce/Trade
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Government
Landscape
Vacant
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7. Description
Architectural Classification

Materials

Late Victorian

foundation:

Late 19th and early 20th Century Revivals
Late 19th and early 20th Century American
movements

walls:

Modern movement

other:
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roof:

Stone, concrete
Brick, stone, glazed brick, terra cotta,
Wood, glass, steel
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Narrative Description

(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe contributing and noncontributing resources if
applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style,
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic integrity).

Summary Paragraph

The Aurora Broadway Historic District (ABHD) is a historic commercial district located on the
east bank of the Fox River in the central business district of Aurora, IL and covers an area of
approximately 14 acres. The heart of the district is Broadway Street, a major N/S arterial through
the city. The majority of the buildings found in the district are two to four-story and of masonry
construction. A few buildings in the district date back to the mid-nineteenth century, but most of
the building stock found today were built around the turn of the twentieth century. Additionally,
the district has a couple of modern buildings from the mid to late 1950s. There are 49
contributing buildings, 15 non-contributing buildings, and 1 building listed in the National
Register of Historic Places. The District includes a number of non-contributing sites, Agnes
Mundy Park, Rotary Park, and the Water Street Mall. Because these do not contribute, they are
not included in the resource count per the National Park Service guidelines. The ABHD started
as Aurora’s early industrial center, but soon developed into the city’s premier commercial district.
Over the years there have been changes to the riverfront and streetscape, as well as to the
district’s individual buildings. The most common changes to individual buildings are storefront
modification and/or door and window replacement. Despite changes, the streetscape remains
relatively intact. The majority of the buildings found in the district continue to adequately
represent their original architectural style and design. The district exhibits good integrity in
regard to its setting, materials and workmanship.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Narrative Description

Aurora is located in northern IL, about 35 miles west of the city of Chicago. Historically it
developed as a manufacturing city, taking advantage of the Fox River and later, the construction
of the railroad. Today, Aurora is considered a western Chicago suburb and is the second largest
city in Illinois. Originally founded within Kane County, growth over the past 50 years has now put
the city in multiple counties, including Kane, DuPage, Will, and Kendall. The central business
district is located in Kane.
The Fox River flows through downtown Aurora. In the central business district, the river splits
into two branches, each about 100-200 feet wide, with Stolp Island in the middle. The downtown
area occupies the island and both the east and west banks of the river. Passage from one side
of the river to the other is relatively easy as four E/W bridges span the island and river in this
area, each located roughly one block apart.
The City of Aurora is considered a regional transportation hub in the Fox River Valley, situated
close to highways, commuter rail service, and regional bikeways. Interstate 88 passes through
the northern section of the City, providing access to downtown Aurora via Lake St. (IL – 31) on
the west side of the river, with W. Galena Blvd. being a prominent approach from the west.
Prominent approaches and feeder routes to downtown on the east side of the river include
Broadway St. (IL-25) from the north and south, and New York St. from the east.
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The Burlington Northern & Santa Fe (BNSF) rail line runs through the City, with Metra commuter
Service. The Aurora Metra Station, 415 N. Broadway St., is the last commuter station on the
BNSF line and is about an eight-minute walk from the downtown core. Chicago O’Hare
International Airport is about 25 miles to the northeast, and the regional Aurora Municipal Airport
is located eight miles west of the City in Sugar Grove, Illinois.
The ABHD is located in the central business district, on the east side of the Fox River. The
district is roughly bounded by the Fox River to the west; the BNSF elevated railroad tracks to the
east; and E. Benton St. to the south. The northern district boundary line bisects the block
between E. New York St. and Spring St. to include four historic properties found there.
The river to the west and the elevated railway to the east are both large features that create
natural boundaries for the district. On the north end of the district, the commercial streetscape
massing begins to deteriorate with large parking areas on both sides of N. Broadway St. midway
between E. New York and Spring St.
E. Benton St. was designated the southern border of the district because the BNSF railway
passes over S. Broadway just to the south of E. Benton St. The diagonal overpass tends to
disrupt building massing. In addition, the west side of that same block is anchored by a large
non-historic building with a very large parking lot.
There are a number of surface parking areas in the general vicinity that were not included in the
boundaries of the district including some adjacent to the Fox River and parking in-between the
back of the Broadway facing buildings and the elevated railroad tracks. Lots that are in the
district include a city-owned lot on the southeast corner of Broadway and Downer Pl. There is
parking on the eastside of S. Broadway between 32 S. Broadway and the First Midway Bank
(old Aurora National Bank), 2 S. Broadway. These lots are not historic but were included to
create a contiguous streetscape.
Historic Central Business District
Aurora’s overall downtown area is rich in architectural diversity and historical ties. There are
several National Register Historic Districts in this central area of town. On the west side of the
River is the Middle Avenue Historic District, added to the National Register of Historic Places in
2016. This district sits on the southwest fringe of the west central business district. It is a small,
two-block industrial district comprised of eleven buildings, eight of which are contributing.
On the east side of the river is the LaSalle Street Auto Row Historic District. This is a small, oneblock district to the east of the BNSF rail line and consists of 15 buildings. The district is
“distinctive from surrounding commercial buildings because of the automobile-related building
types and uses that were historically located in this block…” (Mangers).
The Stolp Island National Register Historic District can also be found in the central business
district and includes 41 buildings on the island, as well as the four historic bridges. This district is
considered a commercial district and in many ways is similar to the ABHD as it includes good
examples of the works of locally prominent and nationally recognized architects, as well as a
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good assortment of architectural styles. It is also similar in the commercial composition;
however, Stolp Island was the home of a number of public buildings as early organizers saw it
as the ideal location to serve both sides of the river. The district was added to the National
Register in 1986.
North of the ABHD are the remaining buildings associated with the Chicago, Burlington, &
Quincy Railroad (CBQ). The CBQ Railroad Roundhouse and Locomotive Shop District was
listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1978.
The Aurora Broadway Historic District
The ABHD is primarily a commercial area with the majority of the buildings constructed in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Most of buildings found in the district are two to four
stories tall and of masonry construction. Within the boundaries of the ABHD are retail
establishments, historic banks, historic hotels, government buildings, entertainment venues and
a historic fire station that now serves as the Aurora Fire Museum. Only one building within the
ABHD boundaries is individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the historic
Hotel Arthur (also known as The Traction Building) located at 2 – 4 N. Broadway St.
The district has a number of areas that have been developed into green space or urban parks.
At the south end of the district, on the east side between 76 S. and 62 S. Broadway is a vacant
lot which has been planted with grass. On the southwest corner of Downer Pl. and S. Broadway
is a small pocket park. This has a modern bench on Downer Pl. and the lot has been enhanced
with plantings of trees, bushes and seasonal flowers. The small park ends at a narrow alley that
passes behind the Downer Pl. buildings.
In the next block of Broadway is Agnes Mundy Park. This pocket park is located between 31 S.
Broadway and 21 S. Broadway. It is named after Aurora resident Agnes Mundy (1920 – 1990)
and was updated between 2019 and 2021. Hardscape in the park includes a new paved
walking path illuminated with non-historic black wrought iron-look light fixtures, and a two-tiered
seating area for outdoors concerts. On the Water Street end of the small park are newer bike
racks and a “Musical Garden” that includes mounted xylophones. In the seasonal flower
gardens on the Water Street- end of the park are terra cotta capstones from the demolished
Trivoli Theater. The 1919 Theater was once located on Galena Blvd and designed by Rapp and
Rapp architects. Hardscape in the park includes a new paved walking path illuminated with nonhistoric black wrought iron-look light fixtures, and a two-tiered seating area for outdoors
concerts. On the Water Street end of the small park are bike racks and a “Musical Garden” that
includes mounted xylophones. In the seasonal flower gardens on the Water Street- end of the
park are terra cotta capstones from the demolished Trivoli Theater. The 1919 Theater was once
located on Galena Blvd and designed by Rapp and Rapp architects. It was recently updated in
2019. Hardscape in the park includes a paved walking path and a tiered seating area for outdoor
concerts. Softscape features include trees, bushes, and seasonal flowers. The park faces
Broadway and opens to the Water Street Mall. In this same block, to the north, is another
narrow green space on a vacant lot between buildings. This green space also connects
Broadway St. with the Water Street Mall and is located between 13 S. Broadway and 7 S.
Broadway. There is a new concrete stamped path with landscaping on either side.
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Rotary Park is a small landscaped area off of E. Galena that leads to the riverfront walkway. The
park is located next to the bridge and landscaped with trees, shrubs and concrete planters.
Hardscape features include a small courtyard paved with concrete and accented by red paver
blocks. A black metal railing runs alongside the river. Another landscaped area can be found on
the lot adjoining the Aurora Fire Museum, on the northeast corner of N. Broadway and E. New
York St.
The street pattern formation in the district is predominantly grid-like and runs parallel and
perpendicular to the Fox River. Broadway is the major N/S arterial in the district and consists of
two northbound lanes and two southbound lanes. Major streetlight intersections include turn
lanes. There is on-street parallel parking on both the east and west side of the street. Concrete
sidewalks run in front of the buildings. The sidewalks have been accented with a band of
terracotta-colored paving blocks that form a band in front of buildings and another band in front
of the curb. Trees line the street, as well as non-historic concrete planters. The round planters
have a banded design similar to architectural detail used by George Grant Elmslie, an early
twentieth century architect who designed a number of buildings in Aurora. Broadway St. has
black, single globe, historic-style streetlights. The district encompasses a portion of both N.
Broadway and S. Broadway. The N/S division street is Galena Blvd.
The only other N/S street in the district is Water St. that runs parallel to the Fox River. Between
E. Benton St. and E. Downer’s Pl., the appearance of Water St is more that of an alley. It
separates the Broadway St. facing buildings from the newly constructed surface parking lot
along the river (not included in the district). In the next block Water St. has been closed to
vehicular traffic. The Water Street Mall is a unique outdoor space in the district. This section of
Water St., between E. Downer Place and E. Galena Blvd., was reconfigured as a pedestrian
mall in 1976. The mall has low, raised-bed planters and modern street furniture and is used as a
public gathering space for various downtown events and markets throughout the year.
The southernmost E/W street in the ABHD is E. Benton. There are no buildings in the district
that actually face E. Benton. The street has a two-way traffic pattern. The next E/W street to the
north is E. Downer Pl., also a two-way street. Downer Pl. has the same street amenities as
Broadway in regard to sidewalk landscaping and lighting. Next to the bridge, on the north side of
Downer Pl., is the southern entrance to the Water Street Mall. The curb is bumped out and
there is a raised planting bed. On the south side is a one-way drive to enter the riverfront
surface parking lot. This lot is a recent addition and is not included in the district boundaries.
E. Galena Blvd is the next E/W street to the north. Traffic to the west of Broadway is one-way
heading east. The traffic pattern changes east of Broadway to two-way. E. Galena has similar
street amenities to the rest of the district. Like E. Downer Pl., the streetscape changes a bit near
the bridge. On the south side of the street is the northern end of the Water Street Mall. There is
a curb bump out that can be landscaped with seasonal flowers. On the north side of the street is
the entrance to the river walk. There is also an alley to the east of 58 E. Galena.
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The northern most E/W street in the district is E. New York St. This street is one-way heading
west to Broadway, but changes to two-way at the Broadway intersection. Next to the bridge on
E. New York St. is the entry to the river walk.
The ABHD falls within a City of Aurora special zoning area known as the FoxWalk Overlay
District (Fig. 1). The FoxWalk Overlay District (FWOD) was created by the City of Aurora in
1993. The overlay district has a set of design guidelines, last revised in 2008. The guidelines
provide zoning classification information. In addition, the overlay provides principles to direct
development as it relates to preserving the area’s historic character, promoting walkability, and
maximizing access to the Fox River.
The following is a sampling of some of the more notable buildings in the district. All of these
were considered “significant” in the FWOD Master Plan. The buildings add to the overall
character of the district and exemplify a number of architectural styles that can be found there.
The Dillenburg (historic name) (Photo 10)
Address: 36 – 52 E. New York St./48 – 52 N. Broadway
Build Date: 1912
Architect: Unknown
Contractor: Nicholas Frisch
Considered contributing to the ABHD
Tudor Revival
The Dillenburg Block sits on the northwest corner of N. Broadway St. and E. New York St.
Henry G. Dillenburg had the Tudor Revival constructed in 1912. Nicholas Frisch was awarded
the construction contract. At the time, a wooden frame office building belonging to the Aurora
Brewing Company was torn down to make way for the new building.
The Dillenburg Block is a three-story, red brick building with stone accents. On the east side of
the New York St. elevation, there is a street level basement entrance to the building. A
decorative iron surround encloses it and there is an awning over it. This south elevation is a full
block long. A large stone entrance can be found on this elevation. The entrance has a set of
wooden doors with an arched transom above. There are two more glass doors, on either side of
the main entry. This elevation also has a two-story bay on both the east and west ends. The
three-sided bays start at the second-floor level and extend to the third story. They feature
decorative wooden panels and are topped with a crenellated parapet. The building parapet is
stepped above the bays. The south elevation also has an opening with a decorative iron gate to
the west of the main entrance. Presumably this was once for automobiles. Above the opening is
a stone with the 1912 construction date. An iron Variety Manufacturing Co. fire escape is above
the auto gate. On the west end of this elevation there is a wooden storefront with multi-pane
windows.
There is a continuous stone course under the second-floor windows that doubles as a
windowsill. The third-floor windows also have stone sills, but it is not integrated into a stone
course like the second floor. The third-floor windows have soldier course lintels with stone
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keystone and springers. Intermittent stone finials are incorporated into the parapet design. They
extend slightly above the parapet’s stone cap and are topped with a spherical finial.
The east elevation faces N. Broadway. Here the storefront has been modernized, but the
second and third floors show only slight alteration. They feature Chicago style windows with a
stationary window in the center and two double-hung windows on either side. In between the
second and third floor windows is a decorative stone block with the inscription, DILLENBURG.
The back of the Dillenburg, west elevation, faces the river. It has a two-sided brick bay at the
ground floor, a single window at the second floor, and a double window at the third floor. There
is no parapet wall on the back of the building, but instead a decorative iron railing. The back of
the building is joined with another building to the north. There are also two buildings to the north
of it on the Broadway elevation. These additional buildings to the north on both the front and
back of the Dillenburg building form a U-shaped courtyard on the north side of the building and
this has been configured as an outdoor space for the restaurant that is located in the building.
A historic photograph of the building taken c. 1920 indicates the building was used as the Grand
Lodge for Knights and Ladies of Honor (Fig. 2).
Old Central Fire Station (historic name)
Aurora Fire Museum (current name) (Photo 11)
Address: 53 N. Broadway
Build Date: 1894
Architect: J. E. Minott
Considered contributing to the ABHD
Late Victorian
The Aurora Fire Museum, found at 53 N. Broadway, was the Old Central Fire Station built in
1894. The two-story brick building was based on sketch ideas by Alderman George Jones and
designed by architect J. E. Minott. Minott (1849 –1920) built a number of homes and buildings in
the Aurora area. The contractor for the building was Nicholas Frisch.
The Late Victorian Era building is made of red brick and has three, arched apparatus doors at
the first-level of the west front elevation. There are three bay windows on the second floor. The
building has Moorish influences with two keyhole windows on either side of the bays and a large
onion dome centered in the middle of the building. The onion dome is a replica of the original; it
was recreated in a building restoration that began in 2000. Minott was fond of using onion
domes and a few years before he designed the firehouse; he used one for the Hobbs Building, 2
N. River St. He also designed a Masonic Lodge in Plainville, IL with a dome.
Today’s building looks very much as it did when it was built, due to the sensitive renovation.
Figure 3 is a historic photo of the building c. 1890s. The major change today is the relationship
of the building to the streetscape. There is surface parking to the north and a landscaped vacant
lot to the south. When it was built, multiple buildings made up the east side of the block.
The Hotel Arthur, The Traction Building (historic name) Photo 6
Address: 2 N. Broadway
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Build Date: 1905
Architect: Eugene Malmer
Listed individually in the National Register of Historic Places
Not included in resource count
Classical Revival
Local architect Eugene Malmer (1873 - 1943) designed the hotel in 1905. Malmer was born in
Aurora, graduated from East Aurora High School, and studied at the Art Institute of Chicago. The
architect worked in Aurora between 1903 and 1918.
The National Register nomination for the building classifies it as a Second Renaissance Revival.
The building is six stories tall and the exterior is red brick and limestone. There are stone
courses above and below the second floor and above the fifth floor. The building has had two
additions to the west side (back), a four-story in 1906 with an additional two stories added to this
addition in 1912. Most floors have wood-framed double hung windows. The sixth floor has
decorative brickwork that forms horizontal bands and the windows on this floor are arched. The
building has an elaborate cornice with decorative stone dentils and corbels.
Over the years, the street level has undergone changes. A postcard image is included showing
the building c. 1910 (Fig. 4). The original rusticated limestone was replaced by glass storefronts
in the late 1930s to accommodate retail. This remodel also included creating a corner entry with
a support pier.
Western United Building, Northern IL Gas Building (historic name) Figure 5
Aurora City Hall (current name) Photo 17
44 E. Downer Pl.
Build Date: 1924
Architect: Unknown
Considered contributing to the ABHD
Commercial Style
The old Western United Building is a multi-story tan brick building constructed in 1924 (Fig. 5).
The current building replaced a brick hotel that once sat on the lot. The reinforced concrete
building was considered fireproof with tile floors and brick walls. The front façade faces E.
Downer Pl. The west elevation runs parallel to the river. The east elevation faces the Water St.
Mall. A modern style steel and glass building abuts the north elevation. Although it was built
later, it shares the same address. The annex can be seen in a 1962 photograph of Water St
(Fig. 6).
The front façade is on the south elevation. The building is symmetrical and five bays wide. The
foundation has a granite facing. There is a recessed entry in the center bay with a double metal
door. Two plate glass sidelights flank the door. There is a double plate glass window on either
side of the door and a single plate glass window in the outside bays of this elevation. A band of
smaller multi-pane windows tops the plate glass windows. Decorative terra cotta separates the
multi-paned windows and the plate glass.
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The overall configuration of the building is a tripartite, with the lower two levels forming the base,
the next four stories for the shaft, and a recessed top story forms the capital. Vertical elements
are emphasized with the use of the decorative terra cotta.
The American National Bank (historic name) Figure 7
City of Aurora (current name) Photo 7
Address: 1 N. Broadway/ 51 – 57 E. Galena Blvd.
Build Date: 1923
Architect: George Grant Elmslie
Considered contributing to the ABHD
Prairie Style
The building has undergone a number of changes on both the exterior and interior of the
building. The American National Bank failed and closed during The Great Depression. Shortly
after, the building was converted to retail, with Walgreens as the main tenant. At that time, the
first level exterior and interior were changed to reflect the new use. This included creating a firstfloor storefront configuration, replacing the smaller art glass windows with plate glass. The older
ornate entry on the east elevation was removed. Originally this entry was inset and had
beautiful bas-reliefs on either side. A corner entry replaced it. A historic photo shows the
building with an Aurora Drugs sign; the drug store replaced Walgreens in the 1950s (Fig. 8).
In1999, the building was purchased by the City of Aurora after a fairly long stretch of vacancy.
They moved some of their City offices into the space in 2003. The corner entry has been
removed and the building once again has an entry on the Broadway St. elevation.
Despite changes, the building remains a notable contributing resource in the district. Elmslie’s
distinctive Prairie Style is readily apparent in the long north elevation with the highly stylized
terra cotta frieze between the first and second floor windows. Similar Prairie Style decoration
appears at the top of the building, above the second and third floor windows, and frames the
panel between the first and second floors.
Aurora National Bank (historic name) Figure 9, 10
Smith Tower/Midland Bank (current name) Photo 8
2 S. Broadway/ 105 E. Galena
Build Date: 1926
Architect: Frank B. Gray
Considered contributing to the ABHD
Classical Revival
The bank was organized in 1888 and was located in a small building at the same location, on the
southeast corner of S. Broadway and Main (now Galena). In the mid-1920s, the bank decided to
build a larger building and hired Frank B. Gray to design the new building. Gray was born in
Elgin in 1889 and graduated from the University of Illinois. He had offices in the Coulter Block in
Aurora. The old building was torn down and the new Classical Revival building was constructed
using fireproof materials.
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The frame is reinforced concrete, the floors are tile construction, and interior walls are made of
construction tile. The exterior is faced with smooth-cut limestone. The west elevation that faces
S. Broadway is the primary façade. The first floor of the original building is grand in scale as it
includes the additional height of a mezzanine. There is an addition to the south of the original
building and a wide metal band that ties the new and old together. The metal cornice frieze tops
the addition and serves as a separation between the main floor and mezzanine level.
On the first floor, in the center of the six-story portion of the building is an attached modern sign
that reads, First Midwest Bank. Above the metal frieze are two decorative bas-reliefs featuring
oak leaves and flowers on a shield-shaped backdrop. At the top of the mezzanine is a frieze
with more ornamental relief on either side. A scalloped design acts as a horizontal divider on the
frieze and above that is the engraved name of the original financial institution, Aurora National
Bank.
The top five floors on this elevation are divided into three bays and window fenestration is
identical on each floor with a single double-hung in the first bay, three double-hung windows in
the center bay, and again a single double-hung in the last bay. The windows appear to be
replacement, but the fenestration pattern has not been altered.
A number of changes occurred to the building during the mid-part of the twentieth century. When
the building was constructed, it featured a large round arched entry door (Fig. 9). In 1958, the
bank underwent remodeling to modernize. At that time, the door was brought down in height
and a large mosaic mural was installed over the new doorway (Fig. 10). At this time, the interior
of the bank was also remodeled at which time the bank’s main lobby was moved to the first floor.
In 1962, a new installment loan department was added, as was a drive-through.
E. D. Huntoon House (historic name)
Address: 31 N. Broadway
Build Date: c. 1840
Architect: unknown
Considered non-contributing to the ABHD
One of the oldest buildings in the district is the E. D. Huntoon House, 31 N. Broadway. It was
built circa 1840. This former residence is believed to be the last remaining hand-hewn timber
frame structure in the downtown area. For decades the building was covered over with false
fronts, masking its wood construction. The building was remodeled in 2001 to reflect its
appearance as a Victorian commercial era building with wooden clapboard, a wooden Italianate
cornice, and decorative wooden window hoods. Unfortunately, the remodeled exterior is a
representation of what might have been there and the building, as a whole, has undergone
extensive remodeling and rebuilding over the years. For those reasons it was not considered
contributing to the district, yet it remains an interesting resource tucked amongst the masonry
buildings along the Broadway corridor. It also is the oldest extant building in the District.
The following inventory chart includes the resources found in the Aurora Broadway Historic
District. These are listed by address with present use, building typology, and architectural style
noted. In the case there was not an identifiable architectural style, the building is listed as having
12
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“no style.” The resources in the district have been categorized as (C) contributing, (NC)
noncontributing, or (L) listed. Listed buildings are already individually listed in the National
Register of Historic Places so not counted in the total resource tally. Noncontributing resources
were generally constructed outside the Period of Significance (POS) or altered so much that
they have lost their architectural integrity. The reason for considering resources noncontributing
is noted in the Additional Information column. The Additional Information column identifies the
architect (Arch) or builder, if known. The historic name (HN) of the building can also be found in
this column. The chart includes the date of construction. If a second date is noted, it is the date
of major exterior alterations.

Address
EAST
BROADWAY
51 - 55 N.
Broadway
52 N.
Broadway
50 N.
Broadway
48 N.
Broadway
also 36-52 E.
New York
32-36 N.
Broadway
35 N.
Broadway
31 N.
Broadway
30 N.
Broadway
28 N.
Broadway
27-29 N.
Broadway
26 N.
Broadway
25 N.
Broadway
24 N.
Broadway
Address

Present Use

Building
Typology

Architectural
Style

L/C/NC

museum

N/A

C

1894

retail

2-part Com.Blk

C

1900

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Victorian
Eclectic
Commercial
Style
Italianate

C

1900

retail

Stacked
Vertical

Tudor Revival

C

1912

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Italianate

C

1900

retail

2-part Com.Blk

C

1895

retail

N/A

Classical
Revival
Italianate

retail

2-part Com.Blk

C

1903

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Classical
Revival
Italianate

C

1875

retail

2-part Com.Blk

C

1886

vacant

2-part Com.Blk

C

1890

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Commercial
Style
Classical
Revival
Italianate

C

1890

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Italianate

C

1885

Present Use

Building
Typology

Architectural
Style

L/C/NC

NC

Date/
Alteration

Additional
Information

1840/2001

Date/
Alteration

J.E.
Minott/Arch
cast iron - 2nd
floor bay

Dillenburg-HN

Bank and Trust
non-historic
façade

Eberly Block HN

Adanahy Bldg.
-HN
Additional
Information
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23-21 N.
Broadway
20-22 N.
Broadway
18 N.
Broadway
17 -19 N.
Broadway
16 N.
Broadway
15 N.
Broadway
14 N.
Broadway
13 N.
Broadway
12 N.
Broadway
11 N.
Broadway
10 N.
Broadway
8 N. Broadway

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Italianate

NC

1880/1950

too altered

retail

2-part Com.Blk

NC

1880/1950

too altered

retail

2-part Com.Blk

retail

2-part Com.Blk

vacant

2-part Com.Blk

office

2-part Com.Blk

Commercial
Style
Commercial
Style
Commercial
Style
Commercial
Style
Italianate

retail

2-part Com.Blk

retail

2-part Com.Blk

retail

2-part Com.Blk

retail

2-part Com.Blk

vacant

C

1915

C

1915

C

1915

C

1875

C

1915

C

1915

C

1915

C

1905

C

1905

vacant

Stacked
Vertical
2-part Com.Blk

Commercial
Style
Commercial
Stye
Commercial
Style
Commercial
Style
Classical
Revival
Art Deco

C

1930

6 N. Broadway

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Tudor Revival

C

1895

2-4 N.
Broadway
also 82 East
Galena
EAST GALENA

multi-use

Stacked
Vertical

Classical
Revival

L

1905

118 E. Galena

Bakery

1 part Com.Blk

No style

NC

114 E. Galena

multi-use

2-part Com.Blk

Spanish Revival

C

1912

106 - 110 E.
Galena
100-104 E.
Galena
also 5-9 N.
Broadway
58 E. Galena

multi-use

2-part Com.Blk

Italianate

C

1880

multi-use

Stacked
Vertical

Commercial
Style

C

1904

Brady BlockHN

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Tudor Revival

C

1900

Bay window

57 E. Galena

gov

Commercial
Style

C

1904

also 1-9 N.
Broadway
54 E. Galena

Stacked
Vertical

George
Elmslie/Arch

office

N/A

Modern

NC

43 E. Galena

vacant

2-part Com.Blk

Commercial
Style

C

1939/2000

1937/2000

Chicago
windows

J.Eitelgeorge/A
rch

Levi Hull
Waterhouse/bl
dg.
Eugene
Malmer/Arch

too altered
Columbia
Hotel -HN

too altered

1930
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South
Broadway
2 S. Broadway

bank

5 S. Broadway

vacant

7 S. Broadway

office

13 S. Broadway

vacant

15 S. Broadway

County and State

Stacked
Vertical
Stacked
Vertical
N/A

Classical
Revival
Contemporary

C

1926

NC

1960

Italianate

NC

Art Deco

C

1916

glazed brick

vacant

Stacked
Vertical
2-part Com.Blk

C

1900

glazed brick

17 S. Broadway

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Classical
Revival
no style

NC

1870/1960

19 - 21 S.
Broadway
also 62.S.
Water
Address

retail

1 part Com.Blk

Art Deco

NC

1925/1980

Present Use

Building
Typology

Architectural
Style

L/C/NC

Date/
Alteration

31 S. Broadway

office

1 part Com.Blk

no style

NC

1900

too altered

33 S. Broadway

retail

2-part Com.Blk

No style

NC

1900

too altered

34 S. Broadway

Bank

Classical
Revival

C

1874

also 104 E.
Downer
35 S Broadway

Stacked
Vertical

Coultor Opera
House-HN

grocery

1 part Com.Blk

no style

NC

1980

57 S. Broadway

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Queen Anne

C

1900

new
construction

59 S. Broadway

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Art Deco

C

1900

60 S. Broadway

vacant

2-part Com.Blk

C

1900

61-63 S.
Broadway
also 72-74
Water St.
64 S. Broadway

govt

2-part Com.Blk

Commercial
Style
Commercial
Style

C

1900

vacant

1900

govt

Early 20th C.
revival
Modern

C

77 S. Broadway

Enframed
Block
N/A

C

1959

72-84 S.
Broadway
East Downer

retail

2-part Com.Blk

Commercial
Style

C

1924

1860/1950

Frank
Gray/Arch
too altered
too altered

Upper floor
covered in
non-historic
material
panels
details on
parapet

Additional
Information

Dwight
Black/Arch
Flatiron Bldg.HN
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44 East
Downer

Govt

Stacked
Vertical

Commercial
Style

C

1924

44 East
Downer (Rear)
57 E. Downer
(corner)
59 E. Downer

govt

N/A

C

1955

office

2-part Com.Blk

NC

1900

office

2-part Com.Blk

International
Style
Commercial
Style
Italianate

C

1905

60 East
Downer
61 E. Downer

office

N/A

Italianate

NC

1920

vacant

2-part Com.Blk

Italianate

C

1905

64 E. Downer

office

2-part Com.Blk

Italianate

C

1905

65 E. Downer

vacant

N/A

Italianate

C

1905

67 E. Downer

vacant

2-part Com.Blk

Italianate

C

1905

104 E. Downer
Rear
South Water
Street
13 S. Water

vacant

N/A

Art Deco
Influenced

C

1920

theater

2-part Com.Blk

C

1930

66 S. Water

retail

N/A

Commercial
Style
no style

NC

1900

Western
United Bldg. HN

too altered

terra cotta

Changes to the District
Street Changes:
From the time the east side was incorporated there have been a number of changes to street
names in the district. An early plat found in The Aurora Story by Vernon Derry shows the area in
1836. (Fig. 11). At that time there were no street names on the west side of the Fox River. N/S
streets on the east side were Broadway (closest to the river) and LaSalle to the east. New York
Street was platted and named, with only a couple of other streets north of it. Moving to the south
of New York, the next street was called the Aurora and Chicago Rd. By 1888, the Aurora and
Chicago Rd. was known as Main St. One block south, the plat shows Fox St., and finally,
Benton Street as the southernmost E/W street.
In 1965, the City of Aurora decided to reconcile street names on the east and west side of the
river for consistency. At that time, Main St. became E. Galena Blvd. and Fox St. became E.
Downers Pl.
Address Changes:
The address numbering in the ABHD has changed as well. The city of Aurora went through a
citywide re-addressing process in 1928/29. A book in the history room at the local library has an
index organized by street name and shows the old address and the new address as of 1929. In
a number of cases, the new address shown in the 1929 index is different than what is currently
found on buildings in the district today.
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District Composition and Building Changes:
Today, the ABHD remains relatively intact. The most notable changes in the area have been the
landscaping efforts and the increased access to the riverfront. The majority of the individual
buildings contribute to the historic and architectural integrity of the district. Over the years, there
have been some storefront modifications and window and door replacements on individual
buildings, but most adequately display their architectural style and sense of character. The
district exhibits good integrity in regard to its setting, materials, workmanship and feeling.
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria

(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property
for National Register listing.)

X A
B

X C

D

Property is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.
Property is associated with the lives of persons significant
in our past.

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.
Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

Criteria Considerations

(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:
A

Owned by a religious institution or used for religious
purposes.

B

removed from its original location.

C

a birthplace or grave.

D

a cemetery.

E

a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F

a commemorative property.

G

less than 50 years old or achieving significance
within the past 50 years.
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Areas of Significance

(Enter categories from instructions.)

Architecture
Commerce

Significant Person

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

Cultural Affiliation (if applicable)
Period of Significance

1840-1970
Significant Dates

Architect/Builder

Eugene Malmer, J.E. Minott, Nicholas Frisch,
Levi Hull Waterhouse, Frank Gray, J.
Eitelgeorge George Grant Elmslie, Dwight T.
Black
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance, applicable criteria,
justification for the period of significance, and any applicable criteria considerations).

The Aurora Broadway Historic District (ABHD) was where Aurora’s founders first settled and
constructed a dam and sawmill in the late 1830s. The dam provided waterpower and was the key to
the early manufacturing industry that developed here. The industrial beginnings slowly gave way to a
commercial corridor during the last half of the nineteenth century after the Chicago-Aurora, later
known as the Chicago Burlington and Quincy (CBQ) railroad, located a roundhouse and locomotive
repair shops to north of the area. The early businesses provided services to meet the needs of the
rapidly growing population and evolved over the years to include retail, entertainment venues,
financial institutions, and hospitality options.
The ABHD qualifies for the National Register of Historic Places under both Criterion A and Criterion
C. Although most of the riverfront has been converted to surface parking or pedestrian walkways, the
commercial district that developed along N. and S. Broadway St. remains largely intact. The district is
rich in architectural diversity with excellent examples from Late Victorian and Revival eras and the
American and Modern Movements. The ABHD is locally significant as it relates to the story of
Aurora’s commercial history. Additionally, it is locally significant as an area that illustrates the
progressive history of popular commercial architectural styles during the district’s period of
significance, 1840 to 1970. This time period represents the construction dates of extant buildings in
the district, as well as the years that the district played an important role as Aurora’s commercial
center.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance.)

Criterion A: Commerce
Background: Aurora’s Early History
The city of Aurora is the result of a merger of two separate settlements on each side of the Fox River,
both developed in the early to mid-nineteenth century. Joseph McCarty and his brother Samuel
established a grist and sawmill on the east side of the Fox River in 1837. The area that developed
around the mill was initially known as McCarty Mills. It was later called Aurora and incorporated in
1845. The village on the east bank grew as people settled close to the river and mill.
Later, Theodor and Zaphna Lake established another settlement on the west bank of the Fox
River. The two brothers were primarily real estate developers and are credited with building the first
general store. The west side was incorporated in 1854.
In the fall of 1848, the IL General Assembly issued the charter for the Aurora Branch, railroad service
that would run from the east side of Aurora through Batavia to Turner Junction (West Chicago). From
Turner Junction, the Aurora Branch used tracks owned by the Galena and Chicago Union Railroad to
get to Chicago. The Aurora Branch Railroad opened in 1850.
In 1852, investors from the Boston area purchased the Aurora Branch and the line was merged with
other railroad branches. It was renamed the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy (CBQ) railroad in 1855.
In 1856, the CBQ railroad located its roundhouse, machine, paint, carpenter and car shops on the
20
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east side of the Fox River, just north of the district. New jobs provided by the railroad spurred
population growth and industrial and commercial development.
Like many cities across the United States, fire was a major concern for emerging population centers.
Buildings were often made of flammable materials like wood and structures in commercial districts
tended to be close in proximity. In May of 1856, eight buildings burned on the west side of Broadway
between Main St. (now E. Galena Blvd.) and Fox St. (now E. Downer Pl.). Eventually this fire and
two more, one in a CBQ railroad storage shed and another that destroyed three more buildings in the
business district, led to the establishment of the first volunteer fire company.
As the east and west communities grew, leaders realized the inefficiencies of two separate towns in
such close proximity and in 1857 decided to merge the two and incorporate under the name of
Aurora. Despite the decision to join forces, there was an ongoing rivalry between the two
communities. Leaders attempted to level the playing field by locating most of the public buildings for
the newly formed city on Stolp Island, in-between the two sides. Another compromise was that each
four years, the mayor of the city was elected from alternating sides of the river. This tradition
continued until 1913.
The population was nearly 6,000 when the merger took place, but the community continued to grow
at a rapid pace. The railroad was responsible for much of the growth and CBQ operations expanded
adding new shops in 1868. When the first train came to Aurora in 1850, the population was 1,500.
By 1876, Aurora’s population had increased to 12,000 and the rail shops and yards employed nearly
1,000.
Workers also moved to Aurora for factory jobs. The influx greatly increased the demand for housing
prior to the Civil War. Housing development started moving west away from the central business
district. This time represented the real beginnings of the commercial district, as new commercial
buildings were constructed and businesses opened hoping to capitalize on the City’s economic
growth.
The network of trains that developed in Aurora spurred commercial development in the area, but
Aurora also became known for some of its progressive city planning and infrastructure development,
both of which ultimately helped it to become a regional retail destination.
City of Lights
Aurora Gas Light Company was incorporated in 1861 and started operations in 1868. At that time
gaslights replaced kerosene lamps that were mounted on posts at a number of downtown
intersections.
Aurora was one of the first cities in the country to adopt an all-electric streetlight system in 1881.
That year, city leaders signed a contract with Aurora Electric Light and Power. The agreement was to
light streets with sixteen, 2000 candle power, electric arc lamps for five years at a total of $6,000 a
year. They used Brush Electric Light Company arcs. This type of lamp produced light by an electric
arc between carbon electrodes in the air. The lamps in Aurora were placed on high towers made from
gas pipe and about 150 feet tall. With thin coverage, the lamps lit the entire city.
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Aurora was ahead of a national trend. Extravagant electric light displays at the Chicago Columbian
Exposition of 1893 popularized the electric light and started a movement across the country to light
up city streets, especially in central business districts. “From 1892 onward, demand for electrical
illumination on urban thoroughfares accelerated and brought about new potential for extending the
possibilities of public space and night life” (Bogart 297). Public street lighting served as a sign of a
city’s progressiveness and success. It added to the feelings of safety and allowed business to operate
longer. In 1908, Aurora updated its lighting to more modern electric streetlights. That same year town
merchants organized and financed a decorative lighting system, and the city council adopted the tag
line “City of Lights,” a tag line still used today.
The District Moves Into the 20th Century
In early years, streetcars provided some of the first public transportation in the district. The city had
its first streetcars in1883; tracks were laid and the cars were pulled by horse or mule teams. At that
time, the car and horse barn was located on Water St. between Downer Place and what is now
Galena Blvd.
In 1884 the Aurora City Railway Company had 6.5 miles of tract. The route went from the barn down
Downers Place, turned on Broadway and went north to what is now Galena Blvd. There it headed
east to Lincoln, north to Claim St. and east to Union. In 1890, the horse cars were replaced with
electric when the Aurora St. Railway Company was incorporated and purchased the line. In 1891, a
powerhouse and car barn was constructed at Benton and Water St.
By the last decade of the nineteenth century the downtown district along Broadway was built-up,
colorful and crowded. The 1888 Sanborn shows that the S. Broadway block, between what is now
Benton and Downer Pl. was still a little sparse and the majority of the buildings in this block were
wood frame. On the other hand, the S. Broadway block between Downers Pl. and Galena Blvd. was
solidly filled, and the majority of the buildings were masonry. Galena to New York was also almost
solidly built-up, again with a majority of the buildings being masonry construction. A description from
Vernon Derry’s The Aurora Story, paints a picture of what the district looked like at the time. He
states that the streets were unpaved. The speed limit for vehicles on the bridges was five mph, but
there were no restrictions for horse hitching. The merchants were allowed four feet in front of their
business and many used the space to display oddities and attention-getters. Johnny Woldert’s, a
hatter and furrier found in the district, kept a huge stuffed grizzly bear outside. There were 14 cigar
stores with painted wooden Indians on display. There were barbershops with colorful red and white
barber poles. The area had 13 clothing stores complete with manikins made of paper mache, wire
and canvas. There were many dry goods stores including Sencenbaugh; Hawley’s; and Wade, Leitz,
and Grometer. Inside the stores were generally poorly lit with narrow aisles so that customers would
need to take items outside to look them over. The corners had popcorn stands. On Saturdays it was
especially busy as this was trading day for the farmers and the stores stayed open until 11:00 pm
(Derry 10).
In 1894, plans were made for a new central fire station. Architect J. E. Minott designed an eclectic
two-story brick building to be constructed on N. Broadway St. Inside, the original building had a small
room on the first floor that was used by patrolman and police. In the back of the first floor were
lockers. There were two compartments on the first floor, a north one for the patrol wagon and ladder
truck and a south room that held another hook and ladder truck, hose cart, and chemical engine.
Each side on this floor had four horse stalls with two more in the back of the south compartment. On
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the second floor there was a department room for both the chief and fire department. At the rear of
this floor was a hayloft and oat bin. There were six skylights and a center light shaft.
Plans for an interurban train came to fruition in October of 1902. The line was known as the Aurora,
Elgin & Chicago (AE&C). One of the first terminals for the station was located in a storefront on
Broadway. The address was 51 S. Broadway, a building located at the southwest corner of Fox (now
Downer Pl.) and S. Broadway St. Passengers bought tickets in the building and waited for the train in
the street, just like they did for the streetcar.
In the fall of 1915, the station was moved to the Hotel Arthur. The Hotel Arthur was commissioned in
1904 by a German beer wholesaler, John Knell Sr. and completed in 1905. Knell named the building
after his brother, Arthur Knell. At the time of construction, it was the tallest building in Aurora. The
building functioned as a hotel until 1915 when the building was leased to the Aurora, Elgin, and
Chicago Railroad Company to serve as the company’s traction terminal station and main corporate
offices. The first floor housed a waiting station and diner. Upper floors contained offices. The building
also served as a passenger facility for the Aurora, Plainfield & Joliet line and the Chicago, Aurora and
DeKalb line. Eventually, the Hotel Arthur became known as the Terminal Building.
This was the heyday of the trains, but the automobile was making inroads. According to the LaSalle
Auto Row National Register nomination, the 1912 City Directory lists 13 auto related businesses.
This number jumps to 40 by 1921. The numbers show the expansion of retail businesses catering to
automobile owners, and although a cluster of them were located on LaSalle St., some could be found
on some of the E/W arterial streets of Downer Pl. and Galena Blvd. (Mangers 11).
Gasoline power came to the Fire Company, too. In 1914, the horses were replaced with two
gasoline-powered tractors. Changes were made to the Central Firehouse building to accommodate
the new engines. By 1920, the department operated two shifts and needed to add a kitchen. It was
placed were the old hayloft had been. They also replaced the wooden floor with concrete in order to
support the heavier engines they were using.
During World War I (WWI) the retail establishments in the ABHD sold War Saving and Thrift Stamps
to raise money for the war effort. On Armistice Day, in 1918, people flooded the downtown area at
2am. The district was full by early morning and schools and factories were closed for the day. Love
Brothers, one of the downtown merchants, put together a float with a Liberty Bell and drove around
town to spread the news about the armistice agreement.
By 1920, the population in Aurora was 36,400. It was an industrial powerhouse, a major railroad
center and a regional shopping destination for the surrounding farming communities in the Fox River
Valley. The Broadway District thrived at this time. Some of the notable extant buildings in the district
that were constructed during the 1920s include: The American National Bank (1923), The Flat Iron
Building (1924), The Western United Building, now City Hall (1924) and the Aurora National Bank
(1926). These relatively large buildings, all located on corner lots, must have really changed the
streetscape look in this decade.
The boom of the 1920s would come to an end during the years of the Great Depression. Like cities all
across the nation, the Aurora business area suffered a decline during the Great Depression. In the
1930s, large employers like the CBQ, Scraper Works and Cotton Mills laid off workers. Many
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Mexican immigrants who had arrived during WWI and were concentrated in neighborhoods on the
east side of the River, returned back to Mexico. Plans were made during the last half of the 1920s to
relocate the interurban lines from the streets, but the financial difficulties of the Depression years
delayed the project.
On March 30th,1935, Fox River interurbans made their last run. The next morning four buses
replaced them. After the railroad lease ended, the Hotel Arthur continued to house small business on
the ground floor and offices on the upper floors. Storefront windows were installed in the building in
1937.
The United States entered World War II (WWII) at the end of 1941 and the business district once
again was ready to do their part to support the cause. J. W. Greenaway describes the role the
business community played in his book Record of Aurora in WWII. E. F. Scott had a counter in the
basement of his store where he wrapped cigarettes and candy to send to Aurora’s enlisted. There
was an outdoor booth located on Broadway St. that would be open each Saturday for contributions.
The Aurora National Bank participated in all drives for bond sales. They also adjusted their working
hours for those that were working extra hours in local factories and could not come during their
regular hours (360). Likewise, the Merchant’s National Bank sold war bonds and extended their
banking hours. Aurora’s war bond drive was one of the highest per capita in the country. Six
Merchant Bank employees enlisted. The bank collected ration stamps from the district merchants and
others who traded in rationed items (362). The Central Fire Station’s bay windows and onion dome
was removed in 1943. It is assumed that this was a contribution of scrap metal for the war effort.
After the war, people were ready to spend money again, flocking to stores to find goods that had
been unavailable during the war years. Two modern style buildings were added to the district in the
1950s, the Home Building and Loan Association (1959) and a building behind what is now City Hall
(1955). The Chamber of Commerce began organizing a Christmas celebration in the district in 1952,
complete with a visit from Santa Claus. After Santa’s arrival his sleigh was relocated each day to a
location on either Broadway or Fox (Downer Place). Stores stayed open late during the holiday
season, and the Chamber decorated the district. In 1953, the downtown merchants also
experimented with a new marketing strategy around the holidays. They initiated a Men’s Night Only
shopping event. One Friday before the holiday, only men were allowed into the retail establishments
in the district. The event was so successful that it received national coverage in the Wall St. Journal.
By 1960, Aurora’s population reached 63,000 and the City was an economic center for areas of
DuPage County and rural counties to the west. During this decade, downtown Aurora was the center
of activity for the City, containing many large department stores, small businesses, financial
institutions, and theatres as well as rail service to areas across the United States.
Postscript
Conditions for the businesses in the ABHD began to change in the 1970s. Highway development and
trucking impacted the rail industry, and the Aurora railcar and maintenance facilities closed down in
1974. National recessions in the next two decades forced many of the city’s businesses and factories
to close. At the same time, the ABHD and other older commercial districts were feeling the effects of
suburban mall competition. In 1975, the Westfield Fox Valley Shopping Mall opened in eastern
Aurora. By the 1980s, Aurora city leaders realized the importance of resurrecting and reinventing its
central business district to reverse its economic decline. Current efforts by the City and business
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organizations have included landscaping within the district, improving access and opening up the
riverfront in the downtown area, and initiating protective zoning to help retain the district’s historic
character.
Criterion C: Architecture
The buildings found in the ABHD exemplify a variety of commercial architectural styles popular during
the district’s period of significance from 1840 – 1970. The majority of the buildings in the district are
masonry and there are good examples of terra cotta and limestone used for fascia and architectural
detail. The buildings in the district also reflect new technologies in building construction with
examples of wood-frame, brick, reinforced concrete, and steel construction. Below is a discussion of
some of the architectural styles that can be found in the district.
The Late Victorian Era
Queen Anne/Exotic Revival
The Late Victorian period covered the last half of the nineteenth century. This period was one of
growth, change and innovation in America. Mass production and improved transportation allowed for
a variety of intricate architectural components to be distributed for reasonable cost. Specific ornament
and detailing helped define the Late Victorian period.
Most of the Victorian subgroups found inspiration in earlier styles but were combined to produce
eclectic interpretations. Pattern books and magazines helped popularize the ornate style. One late
Victorian Era style, Queen Anne, seemed to epitomize the period. Queen Anne architecture was
generally quite eclectic and ornate. Residential examples typically had steep roofs with cross gables
or large dormers. Queen Annes were often asymmetrical in massing and highly decorated with
wooden architectural details and trim. Towers and conical roofs were not uncommon. The style was
much less common for commercial structures, but when constructed the buildings had many of the
same details as their residential counterparts. Other variations during this time borrowed architectural
elements and features from foreign places such as the Orient or Middle East and are considered
Exotic Revival variations.
One such building in the district is found at 53 N. Broadway. The old firehouse was constructed in
1894 and although it has a symmetrical facade, the ornate features such as its massive onion dome
and keyhole windows give it a decidedly Moorish feel. Other elements such as the large bay windows
with conical roofs found on the second floor add to the Queen Anne design.
Italianate
The Italianate buildings found in the district also fall into the Late Victorian era. Italianates became a
popular choice for commercial and institutional buildings because the style could be easily adapted to
numerous building forms. In fact, Italianate commercial blocks came to be known as the hallmark of
Main Street America during the last half of the nineteenth century. John J.G. Blumenson states in his
book Identifying American Architecture that “the Italianate Commercial facade, interpreted in
masonry, iron, or a combination of the two, appeared downtown in nearly every American city.”
Commercial buildings tended to be simplified versions of the style with two or more stories featuring a
decorative cornice, arched upper windows, and decorative moldings. The commercial variant had
large storefront windows. “ Technological advances in glass making, cast iron casting and the
development of distinctive commercial architecture led to what we now consider a ‘traditional’
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storefront design” (Development of Storefront Designs in Historic Downtowns). Materials like cast iron
and pressed metal allowed for ornamental alternatives to the more costly carved stone.
As the Aurora downtown commercial district began to boom during the late part of the1800s, the
Italianate style was extremely fashionable. The majority of buildings found in the district are examples
of this style. Examples can be on N. Broadway Street, E. Downer Pl., and E. Galena Blvd. Several
have elaborate bracketed cornices and decorative stone window hoods. Cornices have long been
used in architecture as decorative roof elements, but they became very important elements in
commercial architecture during the last half of the nineteenth century when “emphasis was placed on
having attractive main facades on relatively narrow building widths” (Preserving the Cornice on Your
Historic Building).
There are buildings in the ABHD where the projecting cornices and window hoods have been
removed or flattened. This is not uncommon in a historic business district. Over the years, wood
cornices are prone to deterioration from water infiltration and even metal cornices can fail if the
anchoring system begins to fail. It is very possible that the loss of these exterior details, in some
cases, are the result of such neglect.
In a few cases, it appears some of the projecting cornices and window hoods have been removed or
flattened to accommodate some kind of slipcover that has since been removed. The Historic
Preservation City Planner for Aurora reported there was a time when many of the downtown buildings
had a metal grid system or steel panels covering on their exterior. According to the Planner most of
the panels were later removed, but some of the panels remain and are visible on the back of the
buildings on the east side of N. Broadway St., between E. Galena Blvd. and E. New York St.
Late 19th and 20th Century Revivals
Classical Revival
The success of the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago and the 1901 Pan- American Exposition in
Buffalo popularized the Classical Revival movement in the United States and prompted a renewed
interest in classical forms. The Classical Revival style was frequently utilized in public buildings and
financial institutions. Often these buildings were constructed of stone and typical features included
basic symmetry, pedimented doorways and Ionic or Corinthian columns or pilasters. On smaller
commercial buildings like some found in the district, the overall appearance of the building is a fairly
simple commercial style, but ornamentation in the form of bas-reliefs and cornice details are of a
classical design.
Two examples of Classical Revival in the proposed district are 2 S. Broadway and 34 S. Broadway.
Both were built as banks. A smaller commercial example is at 13 S. Broadway. This building is threestories tall with a glazed tile facade decorated with two lion head reliefs.
Spanish Revival
Another revival style in the early twentieth century was Spanish. The style gained popularity after the
Panama – California Exposition held in San Diego in 1915. This style draws from later periods of
Spanish architecture with features such as tile roofs, arched openings and carved wooden doors.
Like other architectural styles, simplified versions were often seen in commercial buildings. Such is
the case of the Columbia Hotel, located at 112- 116 E. Galena Blvd. The simple two-story building
constructed in 1912 is a basic commercial style building. The symmetrical window fenestration,
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square windows, and stone keystone details of the window lintels all lend a classical feel. However,
the parapet of the building with its curved lines is a “reinterpretation of the coped rooflines of mission
churches” (Poore), common with the Spanish or Mission Revival styles.
Late 19th and Early 20th Century American Movements
Commercial Style
The Twentieth Century Commercial building developed in the late 19th and early 20th century.
Identifying features included a plain, flat appearance, shaped parapets at the roofline, and
occasionally rectangular windows arranged in groups. The buildings were often characterized by
patterned masonry wall surfaces that could be very simple or embellished with inset tile, concrete,
and terracotta. Many of the simple retail stores built during the turn of the twentieth century fit this
description.
Two small Twentieth Century Commercial Style buildings located in the ABHD are 16 and 18 N.
Broadway St.; both are two-story brick buildings with modified versions of the Chicago Window on
their second floors. The Chicago Window was a particular window configuration often used in
Commercial Style buildings. They consisted of a band of windows with a large fixed pane in the
middle and narrower casements on either side.
Another example of a Commercial Style building is the Flat Iron located at 72 – 84 S. Broadway. The
1924, redbrick, two-story building on the northeast corner of Broadway and Benton has a unique
shape, built to fit its irregular lot. The south end of the lot narrows, as this is where the elevated
railroad tracks begin to diagonal across Broadway. The building shape mirrors the shape of the lot,
narrow on the south end and wider on the north. The front elevation faces S. Broadway St. It has a
stepped parapet. A defining feature on the Flat Iron building is the Luxfer Prism Glass tiles found in
the storefront transom. These glass tiles were made by the Luxfer Prism Company and provided
diffused light for the interior spaces.
The Western United Building, now Aurora City Hall, at 44 E. Downer typifies the taller Commercial
Style building constructed in larger cities during the early 20th Century. It is a good example of a
tripartite Commercial Style mid-rise building characterized by three distinctive sections of a base,
shaft, and capitol. The decorative terracotta ornamenting the piers emphasize the verticality of the
building.
Prairie Style
The Prairie style is considered a uniquely American style and is credited to Frank Lloyd Wright who
pioneered many of its ideals. Wright was a student of Louis Sullivan and created the unique style to
harmonize with nature and its locale. Design elements generally associated with the Prairie Style
include low-pitched roofs, deep overhanging eaves, horizontal lines, and paired windows.
One of the architects of the Prairie Style movement was George Grant Elmslie. Elmslie was a
Scottish-born architect who came to the U.S. in 1884. He apprenticed with William Le Baron Jenney
in Chicago. In 1887 he went to work for Joseph Silsbee; Frank Lloyd Wright and George Maher were
in Silsbee’s office at the time. Elmslie later left to work for Louis Sullivan.
At the Adler and Sullivan office, Elmslie worked as Sullivan’s chief draftsman and ornamental
designer. Elmslie later partnered with William Purcell and George Feick Jr. The firm was located in
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Minnesota, but worked throughout the U.S. Eventually Feick left the firm, but Elmslie continued in
partnership with Purcell after Feick’s departure. During their partnership, Purcell and Elmslie were
quite prolific and are considered the most productive of the Prairie School partnerships. Elmslie
entered private practice in 1922.
Elmslie was commissioned to design the American National Bank, 1 S. Broadway St. in Aurora in
1923. The extant building in the ABHD is one of five buildings Elmslie designed in Aurora. The city
lays claim to the largest collection of Elmslie-designed commercial buildings anywhere. Other Elmslie
buildings in the city include the Keystone Building (1923) at 30 S. Stolp Ave; the Graham Building
(1926) at 33 – 35 S. Stolp Ave; Old Second National Bank (1924) at 37 S. River St.; and Healy
Chapel (1928) at 332 W. Downer Pl. All of the Elmslie commercial buildings are good local examples
of Prairie Style architecture.
Despite being three-stories tall, the American National Bank has a horizontal feel. Elmslie specified
narrow, wide, Roman bricks, and the ornamentation consists of bands of terra cotta detail and inset
windows. The building originally had art glass windows on the first-floor street level.
This building is just one example of the use of terra cotta ornamentation in the ABHD. One of the
appealing qualities of terra cotta was its flexibility; it could easily be adapted to a variety of
architectural styles. In the district you can find Classical Revival buildings, Art Deco buildings, and
this Prairie style all using terra cotta as part of the design. The product was especially popular from
the late nineteenth century to the 1930s. It could be made as a modular component and had extreme
versatility. These qualities, along with it being relatively inexpensive, made it a desirable material for
wall and floors, as well as rich ornamental detailing (Tiller).
Elmslie favored terra cotta ornament on his buildings and often used repeating bands to define
spandrels, lintels, piers, and other structural systems. It was also common for the architect to accent
his buildings with bas-reliefs. Often the ornament reflected the building’s use. This was the case with
the American National Bank, which has a large American eagle at the top of the east elevation. The
building illustrates the influence of Sullivan’s Chicago School modern ideas and his generous use of
ornate detail and Wright’s Prairie School aesthetics.
Modern Movement
Art Deco
The Art Deco style is one of several modern movements that emerged during the early 20th century.
The style first gained public attention in 1922 when architect Eliel Saarinen submitted an Art Deco
design for an architectural competition for a new Chicago Tribune building. His design was not
chosen but was widely publicized. The style gained more popularity after the 1925 Exposition des
Arts Decoratifs that was held in Paris. The exposition promoted architecture and design in this
stylized look. Art Deco style relies heavily on geometrical details. It is generally linear in its look.
Common decorative details include chevrons, zigzags, and sunbursts.
Two smaller retail storefront examples of Art Deco architecture in the ABHD are the two-story
building located at 8 N. Broadway and the terra cotta-clad building at 104 E. Downer and 59 S.
Broadway (rear). This building faces E. Downer Pl.
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“The Modern movement in architecture in the United States flourished beginning in the 1930s, and
encompassed individual design movements with their own individual ways of expressing Modern
ideals. These include the International, Expressionist, Brutalist, New Formalist, and even Googie
movements, to name a few. Technical innovation, experimentation, and rethinking the way humans
lived in and used the designed environment, whether buildings or landscapes, were hallmarks of
Modern architectural practice” (Huffaker).
International Style and Miesian Subtype
The International Style emerged between the 1920s and 1930s and became a dominant style in the
United States during the middle of the 20th century. The Style is characterized by rectilinear forms,
taut plane surfaces, and the absence of ornament. Construction materials include glass and steel
and reinforced concrete.
Miesian is considered a subtype of the International Style. The definition of space, rigidity of structure
and feeling of transparency identify it. Buildings of this style have an overall horizontal look. They
often have flat slab roofs with enclosed structural members and very little overhang. Materials
frequently associated with the style include concrete, steel and glass.
Miesian architecture is named for Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, a German-born architect originally
associated with the Bauhaus movement. He established himself in Germany as a Modernist in the
1920s but found his style and work severely limited under the Nazi regime in the early 1930s. “Nazi
ideology had deemed most modern art and architecture ‘degenerate’ and all but prohibited its
realization.” (Miesian)
In 1938 he accepted a position as the head of the Department of Architecture at the Illinois Institute of
Technology and immigrated to the United States. By the 1950s and 60s, his teachings and post war
designs had become a major influence on the Modern Movement throughout the United States.
Two International Style buildings in the ABHD have a Miesian influence, the 1955 building located
behind 44 E. Downer Place and the 1959 Home Building and Loan Association Building located at 77
S. Broadway. The glass and steel building behind City Hall is now used as an annex to the
government building.
The Home Building and Loan Association building is also used by the City of Aurora and was
designed by architect, Dwight T. Black from St. Louis. The contractor for the building was the Bank
Building and Equipment Corporation (BBEC), an internationally recognized design and construction
firm headquartered in St. Louis.
The firm operated under a number of names over the years but was known as BBEC from 1943 to
1991. Throughout their history, the company remained successful in business by staying flexible and
transitioning to other products and services when the construction market was weak. Case in point,
by the beginning of World War II (WWII), the company had completed 1000 bank structures, but
during WWII, the market for new building came to a halt. “Bank Building & Equipment Corporation
again turned to alternative production including pre-fab housing units for military bases, lift-vans, and
overseas shipping crates. From this work, they were again able to keep their small, in-house core of
planning and design specialists together. This allowed the company to refine its ideas on the
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changing role of the financial facility and positioned them well to handle the unprecedented growth
that was to come afterward and influence the course of financial facility design” (Huffaker)
The design for the Home Building and Loan Association was decidedly modern. It was constructed for
a cost of $244,750 in 1958/59. Alterations to the interior in 1963 included installing office partitions,
as well as changing the wall configuration and interior doors on the second floor. In the early 1980s
the entrance was renovated and the basement, first and second floors were remodeled. Building
records indicate that elevator and signage permits were issued between the 1970 and the 1990.
The bank had a drive-through and parking garage on the west side of the building. The garage fell
into disrepair. When the City took over the building, the drive-through and garage were demolished
and replaced with surface parking.
Bank Architecture During the Period of Significance
In their paper entitled “Banking on the Future: Modernism and The Local Bank,” authors Carol Dyson
and Anthony Rubano explain the importance of banks to the local community. “Historically these
buildings, along with the train station, post office, and library formed the social, institutional, and
aesthetic cornerstones for their communities. The ABHD has five historic bank buildings within its
boundaries; The Broadway Trust and Savings (35 N. Broadway), The Merchants National Bank (34
S. Broadway), The American National Bank (1 S. Broadway), The Aurora National Bank (2 S.
Broadway/ 105 E. Galena) and the Home Building and Loan Association (77 S. Broadway).
Before the Civil War, there was not a particular architectural bank-style, but with the progressive bank
reform during the turn of the century this started to change. As financial institutions began to
restructure, Classical Revival became a popular architectural style for banks, as well as government
buildings. The designs were based on classical Greek and Roman architecture and often featured
columns, round arches, and heavy entablatures. Brick and stone were the materials of choice and
the scale of the buildings tended to be large. The symbolic message these somewhat imposing
buildings sent was one of stability and strength. As mentioned before, the style gained popularity in
part due to the success of the 1893 Columbian Exposition and the 1901 Pan American Exposition.
The banking failure of 1929 changed the industry. Between 1931 and 1933, 7,200 of the nation’s
banks closed (Dyson and Rubano). The banking industry lost the confidence of the American people.
Legislation creating the Federal Deposit and Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporations
(FDIC and FSLIC) helped create regulation and some insurance within the industry, but the banks
needed to do their part to instill consumer confidence.
By the end of the 1930s bank construction resumed. New construction was an opportunity for the
banks to reinvent themselves. During this time a more modern architectural look emerged. Dyson
and Rubano describe the look as “Streamline Classicism.”
With the onset of WWII, the seeds had been planted for a new modern style for banks, but the war
would again halt construction. When the war ended, a new era for the banking industry emerged.
Demands for new housing and a robust economy meant large growth in the banking industry.
Attracting customers became the number one priority. During this time banking journals encouraged
“merchandising,” a term generally reserved for retail and indeed advice was given that encouraged
service-oriented businesses to create a retail environment. The answer to that call was sleek,
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modern, transparent exteriors and more open interiors. Modernization was meant to put the bank
employee in a closer, friendlier position with the customer. During this time, the banks worked
diligently to change their conservative and autocratic image to one of an industry built on customerservice. Not all banks built new, but it was not uncommon for established banks to make changes to
their buildings on the exterior and interior during this new era.
Continuing to cater to their customers, banks began looking into making banking more convenient.
One way of doing this was by adding drive-through facilities. This became especially prevalent during
the 1950s and after. “While extremely convenient for motorist and money-makers for banks, drive-in
facilities required additional property and sometimes prompted the demolition of adjacent buildings”
(Dyson Rubano).
The five historic banks located within the ABHD show the progression of bank architecture during the
district’s period of significance. Three of the district’s historic banks, constructed before the Great
Depression, were built in a Classical Style. These include The Broadway Trust and Savings (35 N.
Broadway), The Merchants National Bank (34 S. Broadway), and The Aurora National Bank (2 S.
Broadway/ 105 E. Galena). Although these buildings have retained their classical design, many
attempts were made to “modernize” the banks over the years. The Aurora National Bank is a good
example having removed its grand entrance and replacing it with a smaller scale door, the bank
attempted to flatten the plane of the exterior façade and bring things down to a comfortable scale.
They also moved their lobby from the second floor to the first floor during the 1950s, presumably to
make things more convenient for the customer. The Merchants National Bank actually covered its
entire upper floors with a metal grid in a modernizing attempt. The covering has since been removed.
The American National Bank (1 S. Broadway) is a bit of an anomaly in bank-architecture history. Built
in 1923, it was ahead of its time with its modern look. But the flat planes of the boxy design were still
heavily ornamented with Sullivanesque details and the overall feel is large and a bit imposing.
Finally, the Home Building and Loan Association (77 S. Broadway), exemplifies the modern style
adopted as the norm for banks – especially in the 1950s and 60s. The building is a good example of
the geometric boxy shape with alternating planes of brick, and glass typical of 1950s bank design.
Conclusion
A number of factors over the years led to the development and growth of the Aurora Broadway
Historic District, but the arrival of the Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad marked its true
beginnings. The decision by the railroad to locate its roundhouse and machine shops in Aurora
translated to a significant increase in population. It also meant financial security for many in the
Aurora area, as the rail yard was the primary employer in the city until the 1960s.
The look of the district evolved over the years of its period of significance, 1840 to 1970, responding
to local product and service needs. The evolution of the district also reflects larger national trends in
transportation modes, architectural preferences and construction technology. Streetscape and
building changes have occurred as the result of the city, merchant groups’, and individual owners’
efforts to stay competitive in an ever-changing marketplace.
The district is locally significant and serves as a direct tie to the community’s commercial history.
Furthermore, the district exhibits a wide variety of historic commercial architectural styles. The ABHD
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qualifies for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A and C and has retained
sufficient integrity for listing.
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10. Geographical Data
Acreage of Property F 14
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage; enter “Less than one” if the acreage is .99 or less)
Latitude/Longitude Coordinates
Datum if other than WGS84: F
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places)

1
2

1.7587127 N

-88.3157695 W

Latitude

Longitude

41.7587913 N

Latitude

-88.3111719 W
Longitude

3
4

1.7551557 N

-88.3153982 W

Latitude

Longitude

41.7549282 N

-88,3112946 W

Latitude

Longitude

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)

The Aurora Broadway Historic District (ABHD) is located in the central business district, on the east
side of the Fox River. The district is roughly bounded by the Fox River to the west; the BNSF elevated
railroad tracks to the east; E. Benton St. to the south; and E. New York St. to the north, although four
properties in the block north of New York St. are also included.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.)

The boundaries were selected to encompass the intact and contiguous area and buildings associated
with Aurora’s commercial Broadway area. The river and the elevated railway create a natural east
and west border. On the north end of the district, the commercial streetscape massing begins to
deteriorate with large parking areas on both sides of N. Broadway St., north of E. New York St. The
four properties north of New York St., before the parking lots, were included in the district.
E. Benton St. was designated the southern border of the district because the BNSF railway passes
over S. Broadway just to the south of E. Benton St. The diagonal overpass tends to disrupt building
massing. In addition, the west side of that same block is anchored by a large non-historic building
with a very large parking lot.

11. Form Prepared By
name/title

Valerie Olafson/ Pam Hein

organization
street & number
city or town

422 S. 1st Street

Rockford

date 1/11/2022
telephone 815-988-1940
email vjolafson@gmail.com
state

IL

zip code 61104
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Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:
●

GIS Location Map (Google Earth or BING)

●

Local Location Map

●

Site Plan

●

Floor Plans (As Applicable)

Photo Location Map (Include for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous
resources. Key all photographs to this map and insert immediately after the photo log and before the list of figures).

●

GIS Location Map
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Photo Key
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Photographs:
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 3000x2000 pixels, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to the photograph number on the photo log. For simplicity,
the name of the photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on every photograph.

Photo Log
Name of Property:

Broadway Historic District

City or Vicinity:

Aurora

County:

Kane

Photographer:

Valerie Olafson

Date Photographed:

June – October 2019, January 2020

State:

IL

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of camera:

Photo 1 of XX:
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo

1 of 18; Broadway and Benton looking NE
2 of 18; Broadway and Benton looking NW
3 of 18; Broadway and Downer looking NE
4 of 18; Broadway and Downer looking NW
5 of 18; 32 S. Broadway looking NW
6 of 18; Broadway and Galena looking NW
7 of 18; Broadway and Galena looking SW
8 of 18; Broadway and Galena looking E
9 of 18; Broadway and Galena looking SE
10 0f 18; Broadway and New York looking NW
11 of 18; Fire Museum
12 of 18; Broadway and New York looking SW
13 of 18; Broadway and New York looking SE
14 of 18; Galena and Water looking E
15 of 18; Galena and Water looking SW
16 of 18; Downer and Water looking SE
17 of 18; Downer and Water looking NW
18 of 18; 64 Water looking NE
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Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a
benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 et seq.).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 100 hours per response including time for reviewing
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of
this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC.

Photo 1 Broadway and Benton looking NE
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Photo 2 Broadway and Benton looking NW

Photo 3 Broadway and Downer looking NE
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Photo 4 Broadway and Downer looking NW

Photo 5 32 S. Broadway looking NW
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Photo 6 Broadway and Galena looking NW

Photo 7 Broadway and Galena looking SW
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Photo 8 Broadway and Galena looking E

Photo 9 Broadway and Galena looking SE
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Photo 10 Broadway and New York looking NW
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Photo 11 Fire Museum
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Photo 12 Broadway and New York looking SW

Photo 13 Broadway and New York looking SE
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Photo 14 Galena and Water looking E

Photo 15 Galena and Water looking SW
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Photo 16 Downer and Water looking SE

Photo 17 Downer and Water looking NW
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Photo 18 64 Water looking NE
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(Resize, compact, and paste images of maps and historic documents in this section. Place captions, with figure numbers above each image. Orient
maps so that north is at the top of the page, all document should be inserted with the top toward the top of the page.

List of Figures
Figure 1

Map of the Foxwalk Overlay District

Figure 2

Historic Photo of the Dillenburg Block

Figure 3

Historic Photo of the Old Central Fire Station c. 1890s

Figure 4

Historic Postcard Image of the Hotel Arthur c. 1910

Figure 5

Historic Photo of the Western United Building c. 1924

Figure 6

Historic Photo of Water Street and the City Hall Annex c. 1962

Figure 7

Historic Postcard Image of the American National Bank c. 1923

Figure 8

Historic Photo of Aurora Drug (American National Bank) c. 1970

Figure 9

Historic Photo of the Aurora National Bank

Figure 10

Historic Photo of the Aurora National Bank After Modernization c. 1958

Figure 11

1836 Aurora Map

Figure 12

1888 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map
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Figure 1: Map of the Foxwalk Overlay District
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Historic Photo of the Dillenburg Block
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Figure 3: Historic Photo of the Old Central Fire Station, c. 1890s
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Postcard Image of the Hotel Arthur, c. 1910
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Figure 5: Historic Photo of the Western United Gas and Electric Company, c. 1924
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Historic Photo of Water Street Showing the City Hall Annex, c. 1962
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Figure 7:

Postcard Image of the American National Bank as Built

Figure 8:

American National Bank Building with Aurora Drugs Sign
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Historic Photo of the Aurora National Bank as Built
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Historic Photo of the Aurora National Bank after Modernization, c. 1958
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1836 Map of Aurora, Source - The Aurora Story by Vernon Derry
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1888 Sanborn Map
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